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in sketch mode, topsolid offers a powerful drawing tool for combining all of the different shapes you
create in your schematic editor into a single, complete geometry. you can combine 2d and 3d sketches

into a single solid, copy 2d or 3d sketches to your clipboard, snap 2d and 3d sketches to a common
origin, create offset sketches that reuse blocks, separate and link sketches, and so on. you can also
use the properties panel to insert, edit, and delete snapping and offset constraints automatically.
topsolid also has an augmented reality mode which can help you to place your geometry on real

buildings. this wizard allows you to create cnc stamping templates. it automatically generates a stamp
toolpath and then allows you to view the toolpath and perform a preview of the toolpath on the project.

you can modify the toolpath, edit the toolpath profile parameters and rotate the toolpath to suit the
desired profile shape. topsolid includes many features that enable you to edit, simulate and analyze
the part. you can simulate all of the physical properties of the part, and examine different cad cam
operations. you can perform material and assembly checks, which include a dynamic simulation of
assembly effects like check-tabs, pop-outs, wiring, and connected components. when you want to
download topsolid 2013, please click to download symbol and complete check out a little help my
website is maintained. the download link is appeared automatically when you complete check out.

please see youtube video for download instruction by open *.txt file and copy youtube video link paste
to your browser if you dont know how to download. please note
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